Specification Sheet
Job Tracking
Instantly locate any job within the plant, both current
and in-process. Review employee log-ins and
determine if jobs are past due.

How Does it Work? Your customer
calls and requests if they have time
to bring over additional copy for a 4
page newsletter. Can they do it?
You click Client, enter a part of
their name and a list of their jobs
appears in a window. Click the job
they are requesting and instantly
you have the display to the right.
WebTrack: Using our optional Web
Tracking System, your customers
may easily look up the status of their
jobs right at your website! Since we
use off site ISP’s, you are assured
of having very secure firewalls for
your data.
Overdue Jobs: The Overdue Jobs
report gives you the ability to identify
those jobs that are falling behind in
their schedule. Then, by Then, by
reviewing the Location report, you
are able to determine if the job(s) were
accidentally mislocated.
Terminal Status: Another tracking feature
incorporates the ability to evaluate activity in each
epartment, along with employee location. For
example, should you need to get a job out of a
specific department quickly, simply review the

activity in that department to determine if sufficient
time is available to accomplish the task.
Time is Money: One of our customers stated
recently that they have gone from spending 3
hours daily tracking jobs to less than 15 minutes.
In their example, they save over 700 hours every
year! That’s a cost savings of more than $10,000
yearly.

Job Tracking

Real-Time Job Tracking. Instantly identify not only the current location, but also all previous activity for
any job in the plant. Easily save hundreds of hours annually in locating jobs, both in the plant as well as those
“on hold”, “at your Vendors”, or even in remote plants.

